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The Petition 

“Petition Request: That the House of Representatives mandate the Reserve Bank to 

directly finance the Covid recovery and other essential infrastructure.”     

“Petition Reason: Currently the Government finances the Covid recovery by selling Treasury 
bonds to banks and investors, who then sell them to the Reserve Bank at a profit. At present, 
the Reserve Bank plans to create up to $100 billion in new money to buy Treasury bonds. We 
believe that by selling bonds directly to the Reserve Bank instead, the government can direct 
funds to infrastructure and economic recovery and away from speculative share and housing 
bubbles. All this without burdening our children with debt.” 

This submission is in response to the 6 July 2021 invitation to make a written submission to the 
Petitions Select Committee in support of the above petition by Don Richards. Don is the National 
Spokesperson for Positive Money New Zealand Inc and this submission has been written by Positive 
Money New Zealand Inc (PMNZ). 

PMNZ is a not-for-profit, non-partisan advocacy group established in 2011 and granted incorporated 
society status earlier this year. Its role is to change the way money is created to better serve society. 

PMNZ is the New Zealand affiliate of Positive Money UK (PMUK) established in 2010. The PMUK 
advisory panel consists of prominent economists, bankers, and economic commentators including 
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Professor Ole Bjerg, Professor Victoria Chick, Lord Sharkey, Frances Coppola, Tony Greenham, 
Professor Joseph Huber, Professor Tim Jackson, Professor Steve Keen, Eric Lonergan, Dr Johnna 
Montgomerie and Dr Josh Ryan-Collins. 

 

Executive Summary 

Various terms are used for the process we propose: direct monetization, monetary financing, direct 
money financing and overt monetary financing among them. A May 2020 report jointly prepared by 
Treasury and RBNZ entitled “Quantitative Easing and Monetary Financing Compared” (attached) 
defines monetary financing as: 

 financing a fiscal deficit not by the increase of interest-bearing debt, but by an increase in 
the monetary base - ie of the irredeemable fiat non-interest bearing monetary liabilities of the 
government/central bank. This means fiscal spending is funded by a permanent increase in 
the monetary base.1 

With the launch of quantitative easing (QE) in 2020 to assist with the Covid-19 recovery, our current 
Reserve Bank has shown it has the power to create money. However instead of using the money 
they create to directly fund the Covid-19 recovery, infrastructure rebuild and other government 
programs, they are using it to buy back Treasury Bonds from private financial institutions.  

The intention is that the banks will use that money to lend to the productive sector, and stimulate the 
economy.  

We take issue with this contention under the following three headings 

QE is highly inefficient 

The problem with using private banks to introduce new money into the economy is that very little of 
it goes to the productive economy to help businesses grow and create jobs. Instead, most of it goes 
into the speculative economy, pushing up the share market and further exacerbating skyrocketing 
house prices. 

Based on overseas experience, for every one dollar spent on QE only four cents makes its way into 
the productive economy. Compare that with direct funding where for every one dollar spent, that 
dollar is multiplied up to $2.40. A recent example of the government injecting money into the 
productive economy was the Covid-19 wage subsidy. We are suggesting that a similar effect could 
be achieved by providing money for infrastructure projects. Money would get into the productive 
economy through the buying of plant and materials and through wages and salaries. 

QE is socially disruptive 

The majority of the funds remain in the hands of the well off – it is skewed to those who hold assets 
or can borrow easily. Those who can afford to invest in the share market or put money into the 
housing market benefit the most. Not only has the cost of housing become an issue, rents are now 

 
1 It's important to note that the 'monetary base' here is basically just cash and RBNZ reserves, e.g. it 
doesn't include bank credit or deposits held in commercial banks. It's M0 and it has roughly doubled every 
decade since 1988 (and maybe prior) https://tradingeconomics.com/new-zealand/money-supply-m0 

https://tradingeconomics.com/new-zealand/money-supply-m0
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consuming a disproportionate part of people's disposable income. The poor are having to choose 
between paying the rent, buying groceries and going to the doctors. People are being forced to live 
in cars and more and more people are homeless.  

QE does not make sense 

QE provides liquidity to the financial institutions through the Reserve Bank by buying Treasury 
bonds on the secondary market. The Financial institutions then use some of that liquidity to buy 
back bonds on the primary market, thereby providing Treasury with funds for additional spending.   

Said another way, the Reserve Bank creates the money and pays the financial institutions to buy old 
Treasury Bonds and the financial institutions use some of that money to buy new Treasury bonds, 
thereby providing Treasury with funds for additional spending. We say eliminate the middleman and 
have the Reserve Bank buy new bonds from Treasury. That way there will be no external debt 
incurred to burden future generations. 

 

Why Direct Monetization is Preferable to Quantitative Easing 

A key part of the RBNZ narrative in launching QE was that it would stimulate business. 

However, this has not occurred, in part due to uncertainty making businesses reluctant to 

borrow and private banks’ unwillingness to assume the greater risk of commercial lending (in 

essence banks are constrained from taking more risk owing to RBNZ requirements they apply 

normal lending criteria). This could have been predicted based on the experience of other 

countries whose central banks adopted QE programmes following the 2008 financial crisis.2 

        

By increasing the price of financial assets (in this case houses), QE automatically increases the 
wealth of the asset owners. In theory, this results in a wealth effect, and is also one of the most 
commonly stated benefits of QE. This is because the increased financial wealth gained by asset 
holders should induce them to invest and spend more, prompting a virtuous cycle of growth and 
allowing the benefits of QE to ‘trickle down’ to lower income earners. This ‘trickle down’ benefit 
hasn’t happened either here or overseas. 
        
It’s our view that asking the Reserve Bank to buy bonds directly from Treasury (instead of from 
private banks and other secondary markets) would provide the government with money free 
from external debt to channel directly to the productive economy. This is where goods and 
services are produced and jobs created. The money could then be used for central and local 
authority infrastructure projects and other valuable government spending. 
  

We would argue that an economic recovery based on direct monetization would not only be 
more stable, but would be more sustainable over the long term. Because the policy does not 
work by flooding the financial markets with newly created money (unlike QE), monetary 
financing for the real economy via direct Government spending avoids the risk of creating 

 
2http://positivemoney.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Recovery-in-the-Eurozone-FINAL-WEB-READY-
2015-12-11.pdf 

http://positivemoney.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Recovery-in-the-Eurozone-FINAL-WEB-READY-2015-12-11.pdf
http://positivemoney.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Recovery-in-the-Eurozone-FINAL-WEB-READY-2015-12-11.pdf
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destabilising asset bubbles. Furthermore, because it does not rely on increased levels of private 
debt to stimulate aggregate demand, financial stability is not jeopardized.3 
 

Whereas QE works by increasing the wealth of the richest, with the hope that they may increase 

their spending, leading to a potential ‘trickle down’ of wealth, monetary financing for the real 

economy is specifically designed to benefit the public at large.4 

 

Our Failing Infrastructure 

Mainstream media calls it an infrastructure crisis, reminding us that many key buildings, pipes, 

bridges, water facilities, and other infrastructure networks aren’t just aging but have exceeded 

their life expectancy. Unlike many other industrialised countries, New Zealand lacks fast freight 

and passenger transport, our water systems are polluted and unreliable, our schools and 

bridges are collapsing, our hospitals are in crisis, our roading network is under massive stress 

and our electric grid has grossly insufficient capacity for the digital age and EV transformation.5 

 

At the same time, infrastructure has clearly lost out in competing with other budget priorities, 

such as underfunded health and education sectors. At present infrastructure projects face 

additional competition with funding for the Covid-19 recovery and New Zealand’s emissions 

reduction commitments under the 2015 Paris Accord. 

 

The main reason the government gives for our country’s massive infrastructure decay is a 

(supposed) lack of funds. Time and again this is the reason given, both locally and nationally, 

for projects being postponed or cancelled. A good example was in June 2021 when the 

government cancelled a number of major roading projects. 

The underlying premise appears to be that spending on infrastructure is limited by what the 

government can tax or borrow, which has been shown to be false. In fact, the government has 

its own bank, the Reserve Bank, which can create as much money as necessary to build 

infrastructure. The real limits to infrastructure spending are the real resources available, inflation 

and foreign reserves to buy materials we cannot source in New Zealand. If we set aside the 

false affordability belief, we will find that we can afford to build much more infrastructure than we 

think. New Zealand did it before, in the 1930s.  

 
3https://positivemoney.org/2013/11/sovereign-money-paving-the-way-for-a-sustainable-recovery-new-

report/ 
4http://positivemoney.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Recovery-in-the-Eurozone-FINAL-WEB-READY-
2015-12-11.pdf 
5https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/politics/2021/06/duncan-garner-new-zealand-has-massive-
infrastructure-problem-and-we-want-progress-not-spin.html 
 

https://positivemoney.org/2013/11/sovereign-money-paving-the-way-for-a-sustainable-recovery-new-report/
https://positivemoney.org/2013/11/sovereign-money-paving-the-way-for-a-sustainable-recovery-new-report/
http://positivemoney.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Recovery-in-the-Eurozone-FINAL-WEB-READY-2015-12-11.pdf
http://positivemoney.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Recovery-in-the-Eurozone-FINAL-WEB-READY-2015-12-11.pdf
https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/politics/2021/06/duncan-garner-new-zealand-has-massive-infrastructure-problem-and-we-want-progress-not-spin.html
https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/politics/2021/06/duncan-garner-new-zealand-has-massive-infrastructure-problem-and-we-want-progress-not-spin.html
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Growing Public Interest in Direct Monetization 

With house prices increasing by more than 25% in the last 12 months, there has been growing 

public debate whether to allow the Reserve Bank to continue to drive up house prices through 

quantitative easing (QE) or to direct them to use the new money they create for the direct 

purchase of Treasury bonds as we propose.  

 

● An April 2020 interview in Bloomberg, where Reserve Bank Governor Adrian Orr 

expresses openness to the RBNZ buying Treasury bonds directly from Treasury6 

● A 3 May 2020 article in which former investment banker and Christchurch city councillor 

Raf Manji asserts, “The RBNZ should buy bonds direct from Treasury at 0%”7  

● A 9 August 2020 statement by former Prime Minister Jim Bolger on TV1 Q&A: “I have a 

worry that come the end of this year - I mean we are now printing money to keep afloat. I 

am not arguing about that we shouldn’t but then I’m arguing that we should look at 

seriously writing most of that off, which is only owed to ourselves. We have just created 

it in Wellington at the Reserve Bank. Why should we sort of live in poverty for the next 

20 years trying to pay back something to ourselves? We have got to think bigger, and 

different”8 

● 18 August 2020 presentation by economist Dr Geoff Bertram from the Victoria University 

Institute for Government and Policy Studies detailing important advantages of monetary 

financing over QE9 

● A September 2020 NZ Herald editorial by journalist Simon Wilson, “The Magic Money 

Tree Politicians Don’t Want to Talk About”10 

● A November 2020 call by former finance minister Sir Michael Cullen for RBNZ to buy NZ 

Treasury bonds directly to help fund housing and infrastructure11 

● A November 2020 Radio NZ report on the joint paper by deputy chiefs at the Treasury 

and the RBNZ comparing the benefits and risks of direct monetary finance and QE12 

● A December 2020 article, business reporter Gareth Vaughan wrote about a wide ranging 

speech by Reserve Bank Governor Adrian Orr highlighting the differences between QE 

and direct monetary financing. Like Raf Manji, Vaughan seems to favour the latter due to 

 
6thttps://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-21/debt-monetization-is-creeping-closer-by-the-day-
in-new-zealand 
7https://www.interest.co.nz/news/104815/raf-manji-lessons-christchurch-covid-19-world-and-lesson-japan-

pointing-way-fixing-local 
8https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/former-pm-jim-bolger-pulls-similarities-election-2020-and-
1987 
9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQ24nnwb_8I (starts at 1.16hr) 
10https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/simon-wilson-the-magic-money-tree-politicians-dont-want-to-talk-

about/7JOTGJIMTEJHYBR6FHL2LVWMEQ/ 
11https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/300160059/reserve-bank-fuelling-housing-boom-with-printed-
money-says-former-finance-minister-michael-cullen 
12https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/300167310/treasury-reserve-bank-told-government-it-could-just-
print-money-to-pay-for-covid19?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-21/debt-monetization-is-creeping-closer-by-the-day-in-new-zealand
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-21/debt-monetization-is-creeping-closer-by-the-day-in-new-zealand
https://www.interest.co.nz/news/104815/raf-manji-lessons-christchurch-covid-19-world-and-lesson-japan-pointing-way-fixing-local
https://www.interest.co.nz/news/104815/raf-manji-lessons-christchurch-covid-19-world-and-lesson-japan-pointing-way-fixing-local
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/former-pm-jim-bolger-pulls-similarities-election-2020-and-1987
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/former-pm-jim-bolger-pulls-similarities-election-2020-and-1987
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQ24nnwb_8I
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/simon-wilson-the-magic-money-tree-politicians-dont-want-to-talk-about/7JOTGJIMTEJHYBR6FHL2LVWMEQ/
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/simon-wilson-the-magic-money-tree-politicians-dont-want-to-talk-about/7JOTGJIMTEJHYBR6FHL2LVWMEQ/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/300160059/reserve-bank-fuelling-housing-boom-with-printed-money-says-former-finance-minister-michael-cullen
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/300160059/reserve-bank-fuelling-housing-boom-with-printed-money-says-former-finance-minister-michael-cullen
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/300167310/treasury-reserve-bank-told-government-it-could-just-print-money-to-pay-for-covid19?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/300167310/treasury-reserve-bank-told-government-it-could-just-print-money-to-pay-for-covid19?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter
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QE's inflationary effect on share prices and housing costs - but Orr claims he needs a 

legislative mandate from Parliament13 

 

New Zealand’s 1936 Precedent 

New Zealand first employed direct monetization during the Great Depression (1936) under the 

first Labour government. In this case, Parliament instructed the newly nationalised Reserve 

Bank to directly fund the construction of 100,000 state houses, as well as bridges and roads. 

See attached file from State Housing in New Zealand by Cedric Firth (1949). 

 

New Zealand was not the only country to use direct monetization during the 20th century. For 

example, between 1911 and 1924, the Commonwealth Bank of Australia (its central bank) 

funded the country’s World War I effort, as well as financing wheat, wool, meat, cheese, and 

sugar pools for the country’s primary producers and creating loans for home purchases and for 

local government bodies to construct roads, railways, tramways, harbours and gasworks.14  

 

Likewise, Canada’s central bank used direct monetization between 1935 and 1975 to fund the 

construction of highways, airports, bridges, schools, hospitals, and other physical infrastructure 

including the St Lawrence Seaway, one of the largest infrastructure projects of the 20th century. 
Canada-wide Medicare, universal pensions, the modern unemployment insurance system and 

cost-sharing with the provinces for higher education and welfare were also implemented on the 

back of direct monetization.15 

 

Treasury’s Case Against Direct Monetary Financing 

In New Zealand, Treasury’s official view is that direct funding by the Reserve Bank contravenes 

“Fiscal Responsibility Rules” designed to keep debt-to-income ratios within bounds dictated by 

Wall Street credit-rating agencies. This view erroneously assumes a sovereign central bank 

needs good credit ratings, which harkens back to a time when New Zealand debt was 

denominated in currency other than New Zealand dollars, which is no longer the case. Credit 

ratings are irrelevant when a central bank has the power to create (print) sufficient funds needed 

for the public good. We would also argue that social responsibility and public wellbeing should 

always take precedence over the dictates of privately owned, self-appointed, offshore ratings 

agencies.16 

 

 
13https://www.interest.co.nz/opinion/108238/gareth-vaughan-qe-vs%C2%A0monetary-financing-covid-19-
housing-opportunities-how-computer 
14 https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Amos%20DJ%20-%20Commonwealth%20Bank.pdf 
15 http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_848.pdf 
16 Owing to the indisputable role of fraudulent credit ratings in the 2008 financial crash, the credibility of 
Wall Street credit ratings agencies remains highly problematic: https://truthout.org/articles/the-
indisputable-role-of-credit-ratings-agencies-in-the-2008-collapse-and-why-nothing-has-changed/ 

https://www.interest.co.nz/opinion/108238/gareth-vaughan-qe-vs%C2%A0monetary-financing-covid-19-housing-opportunities-how-computer
https://www.interest.co.nz/opinion/108238/gareth-vaughan-qe-vs%C2%A0monetary-financing-covid-19-housing-opportunities-how-computer
https://www.interest.co.nz/opinion/108238/gareth-vaughan-qe-vs%C2%A0monetary-financing-covid-19-housing-opportunities-how-computer
https://www.interest.co.nz/opinion/108238/gareth-vaughan-qe-vs%C2%A0monetary-financing-covid-19-housing-opportunities-how-computer
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Amos%20DJ%20-%20Commonwealth%20Bank.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_848.pdf
https://truthout.org/articles/the-indisputable-role-of-credit-ratings-agencies-in-the-2008-collapse-and-why-nothing-has-changed/
https://truthout.org/articles/the-indisputable-role-of-credit-ratings-agencies-in-the-2008-collapse-and-why-nothing-has-changed/
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In “Quantitative Easing and Monetary Financing Compared” (the paper they co-authored with 

RBNZ), they also caution that direct monetary financing could possibly hurt the profits of private 

banks and lead them to increase interest rates on commercial loans. We see this as a very poor 

case for the massive public subsidy of bank profits that QE produced. 

 

However, the report also acknowledges that Monetary Financing could be used to “meet 

specific funding needs of the Government at lower cost and with greater certainty than QE 

(Quantitative Easing – buying bonds on the secondary market)”. 

 

Recent Experience of Other Countries 

China – At present Chinese law does not permit monetisation of the fiscal deficit, given that the 

People’s Bank of China Law promulgated in 1995 clearly stipulates that PBOC “cannot provide 

fiscal overdrafts to government, and cannot directly purchase or underwrite sovereign bonds or 

other government securities.” However, given that China’s major commercial banks are all 

state-owned, their loans to government constitute the government loaning money to itself.17   

 

That being said, the Chinese government also indirectly increases the money supply by running 

large fiscal deficits.18  

 

This view is consistent with the MMT (Modern Monetary Theory) view that government deficit 

spending in itself is sufficient to increase the amount of money in circulation as it puts new 

money into people’s bank accounts.19 

 

Indonesia – To assist the government’s financial response to the coronavirus pandemic, in 2020 

Indonesia’s central bank authorised the purchase of $40bn in sovereign bonds as part of a debt 

monetisation programme – a strategy seldom used by emerging markets that could have wider 

implications for the region.20 

 

In the UK, Treasury has announced its intention to extend its overdraft facility at the Bank of 

England owing to mounting financial pressure the government faces from the Covid-19-enforced 

lockdown of the economy. The Treasury has a long-established overdraft facility at the Bank 

through the “ways and means facility.”21 It currently stands at £400m but at times of crisis the 

 
17http://www.chinabankingnews.com/2020/05/15/china-debates-deficit-to-deal-with-covid-19s-
economic-impacts/ 
18 https://thediplomat.com/2015/03/chinas-fiscal-deficit-makes-sense/ 
19 https://www.newswars.com/modern-monetary-theorys-connection-to-soviet-era-money/ 
20https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/news/covid-19-and-debt-monetisation-will-indonesia-blaze-
trail-other-emerging-
markets?fbclid=IwAR3zothfaPY6eSEq1599cEFJJahS3sV08U_cb6KeVTKajJljbPsApxIHNuU 
21https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2020/april/hmt-and-boe-announce-temporary-extension-to-
ways-and-means-facility 

http://www.chinabankingnews.com/2020/05/15/china-debates-deficit-to-deal-with-covid-19s-economic-impacts/
http://www.chinabankingnews.com/2020/05/15/china-debates-deficit-to-deal-with-covid-19s-economic-impacts/
https://thediplomat.com/2015/03/chinas-fiscal-deficit-makes-sense/
https://www.newswars.com/modern-monetary-theorys-connection-to-soviet-era-money/
https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/news/covid-19-and-debt-monetisation-will-indonesia-blaze-trail-other-emerging-markets?fbclid=IwAR3zothfaPY6eSEq1599cEFJJahS3sV08U_cb6KeVTKajJljbPsApxIHNuU
https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/news/covid-19-and-debt-monetisation-will-indonesia-blaze-trail-other-emerging-markets?fbclid=IwAR3zothfaPY6eSEq1599cEFJJahS3sV08U_cb6KeVTKajJljbPsApxIHNuU
https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/news/covid-19-and-debt-monetisation-will-indonesia-blaze-trail-other-emerging-markets?fbclid=IwAR3zothfaPY6eSEq1599cEFJJahS3sV08U_cb6KeVTKajJljbPsApxIHNuU
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2020/april/hmt-and-boe-announce-temporary-extension-to-ways-and-means-facility
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2020/april/hmt-and-boe-announce-temporary-extension-to-ways-and-means-facility
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chancellor can draw on it as a source of cash, and during the 2008 recession it rose to 

£19.8bn.22 

 

The Inflation Myth 

A common reaction to the proposal to allow the government to create our money is to claim it 

would be inflationary. This argument does not stand up to scrutiny. Transferring the creation of a 

similar volume of money from private banks to the government would not be, in itself, 

inflationary.  

 

For one thing, critics take too narrow a view of inflation, ignoring the proven consequence of 

asset inflation. We would argue that house price inflation will decrease significantly with the 

redirection of these funds to the productive economy. Moreover, the Government will be 

expected to manage the pace of spending to match resources, while the Reserve Bank uses its 

existing tools (monitoring unemployment and the Consumer Price Index) to guard against 

inflation. 

There was no inflation under the direct monetization financing New Zealand enacted in 
1936, despite dire predictions.  
 

All commonly-cited examples of hyperinflation from government-created money took place in 

the context of extreme social and economic disruption. A Cato Institute study of all 56 

recorded hyperinflations (Hanke and Krus, 2012) found that hyperinflations only occur under 

extreme conditions such as war or a complete collapse in the productive capacity of a 

country. Hyperinflation has never been a consequence of monetary policy or politicians 

turning on the printing press just before an election; rather, hyperinflation is a symptom of a 

state that has lost control of its tax base.23 

 

It should be pointed out that more recent cases of hyperinflation in emerging markets also took 

place in the presence of large transfer problems and intense private speculation against the 

currency. The example of Zimbabwe is a case in point. 

 

In contrast, a paper for The Levy Economics Institute of Bard College entitled ‘Is Monetary 

Financing Inflationary? A Case Study of the Canadian Economy, 1935–75’ by Josh Ryan- 

Collins supports our view.24 

 

The abstract of the paper states 

 

We find little empirical evidence to support the standard objection to such policies: that 

 
22https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/apr/09/bank-of-england-to-finance-uk-
government-covid-19-crisis-spending 
23 https://www.cato.org/working-paper/world-hyperinflations 
24 http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_848.pdf 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/apr/09/bank-of-england-to-finance-uk-government-covid-19-crisis-spending
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/apr/09/bank-of-england-to-finance-uk-government-covid-19-crisis-spending
https://www.cato.org/working-paper/world-hyperinflations
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_848.pdf
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they will lead to uncontrollable inflation. Theoretical models of inflationary monetary 

financing rest upon inaccurate conceptions of the modern endogenous money creation 

Process. This paper presents a counter-example in the activities of the Bank of Canada 

during the period 1935–75, when, working with the government, it engaged in significant 

direct or indirect monetary financing to support fiscal expansion, economic growth, and 

industrialization. An institutional case study of the period, complemented by a general-to-

specific econometric analysis, finds no support for a relationship between monetary 

financing and inflation. The findings lend support to recent calls for explicit monetary 

financing to boost highly indebted economies and a more general re-think of the 

dominant New Macroeconomic Consensus policy framework. 

 

During this period, nominal gross national product (GNP) expanded by 77% in contrast to the 

70% contraction in the previous five years, with a sharp increase in capital investment and 

private expenditure. Bank deposits expanded by a similar amount, while currency in circulation 

increased by 70%. Deflation was reversed but inflation remained stable despite the massive 

expansion in the money supply.  

 

Even the Treasury/RBNZ document Quantitative Easing and Monetary Financing Compared 

acknowledges that inflation isn’t inevitable with monetary financing, but merely a risk to be 

mitigated:  

 

Risks 

The influence of fiscal over monetary policy – actual or perceived – is inherent in the 

value proposition of MF, and therefore creates risks. For example, if MF is perceived as 

representing a loss of fiscal discipline and abandoning of mainstream monetary policy, 

the impact is highly uncertain but could lead to rising inflation expectations, an erosion of 

trust in economic institutions, and/or a downgrade in credit ratings. Any of these 

outcomes would see New Zealand’s country risk-premium rise, potentially overriding the 

real economy intent of the original policy choice.  

 

Risk Mitigation  

A key mitigating factor for anchoring perceptions of MF could be the decision-making 

and governance arrangements that surround it. Arrangements that resemble existing 

monetary policy decision-making settings i.e. operational independence for monetary 

policy, could reassure that MF is not a ‘complete break’ from existing ‘norms’. Other 

characteristics may also contribute to reducing perception risks, such as being subject to 

activation triggers (e.g. very low inflation, very high debt to GDP), being ‘one-off’, and/or 

attached to a specific event or purpose.  
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Conclusion 
 

On 14 July, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand announced it would end QE on 23 July 2021. 

According to the minutes of the Monetary Policy Committee, “Members agreed that major 

downside risks of deflation and high unemployment have receded.” New Zealand’s housing may 

have played a part in the decision for monetary tightening. Earlier this year, the Parliament 

increased RBNZ’s mandate to consider home prices in its decisions.25 The Committee minutes 

make reference to this, as they call home price growth “unsustainable.” 

 

It’s the view of Positive Money New Zealand that it’s too soon to predict whether the RBNZ 

Monetary Policy Committee is correct in their assessment that QE is no longer needed to 

prevent deflation and recession.  

 

The experience overseas is that once started, QE is very difficult to discontinue as asset 

markets become addicted to it, and nervousness in asset markets threaten the real economy. 

According to Craig’s investment partners, this tightening of the money supply “puts a major 

handbrake on the economy and unsettles markets.”26 

 

The US first tried to stop its QE programme in 201427 and again in 201828 (due to house price 

inflation). Both times it resumed QE when the economy showed signs of recession and 

increasing unemployment.29 

        

We have shown that QE is highly inefficient, socially disruptive and does not make good 
economic sense. We urge government to assume its stimulatory role via a direct fiscal response 
supported by monetary financing. This would cause no adverse impact on the RBNZ’s balance 
sheet – in fact it would have a smaller impact due to the greater efficiency of direct fiscal 
multipliers.  
 
Direct monetization has proven to work both here and overseas and we can finance our Covid-
19 recovery and fund infrastructure spending without incurring more external debt, increasing 
taxes or reducing services.  

We owe it to future generations to leave them with a healthy economy and sound infrastructure 

as they battle with the challenges of climate change and an aging population. They do not need 

to be also paying off debt from a problem not of their making 

 
25 https://betterdwelling.com/new-zealands-central-bank-is-adding-housing-affordability-to-its-mandate/ 
26 https://craigsip.com/insights/overview/2020/06/what-is-qe-and-what-does-it-mean-for-me 
27https://www.theguardian.com/business/2014/oct/29/us-federal-reserve-end-quantitative-easing-

programme 
28https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/24/the-fed-launched-qe-nine-years-ago--these-four-charts-show-its-
impact.html 
29 https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2019/10/19/pers-o19.html 
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